
A lush green setting, 
established quality.

A comfortable space in the center of Osaka.
A place where business or sightseeing 
travelers enjoy the pleasure of relaxing.

The comfort of our guests is 
the treasure we hold.

A leafy oasis right
 in the heart of the city.

LobbyBanquet Room[Oak Room]

Superior Queen

2-5-7 Koraibashi, chuo-ku, Osaka, 541-0043

TEL: 06-6223-1131  FAX: 06-6223-0257

Check In  15:00 / Check Out 11:00



Guest room information

Wireless LAN internet service is available in all guest-rooms, 
while guests may also set up a wired network connection 
using the provided LAN cable. This service is complimentary 
and available 24 hours a day.

AmenitiesInternet service

* The area of this room is calculated using the center line of the wall, including the pipe shaft.
* The number of baby beds is limited. Please inquire in advance for availability.
* We ask all guests to pay in advance. * There are no service charges.

Comfort

A room with a closet, is popular among 
long-stay guests.

【13m2】
 Moderate Twin (+Sofa Bed)

This room is available up to three 
persons.

【24m2】

【12m2】Standard
We support business users with the functionality-oriented room.

Moderate Twin

Two modular bath in the room. You can use 
a bath room without waiting time.

【24m2】
Superior Twin

The high quality twin room completed with 
an espresso machine and a bathroom with 
separate tub and shower.

【24m2】

【24m2】 Superior Queen
You can enjoy a comfortable hotel life in a room has a queen size bed and a bathroom with 
separate tub and shower.

●Toothbrush kit  ●Razor ●Hairbrush ●Cotton swabs ●Shampoo
●Hair conditioner ●Body soap ●Face & hand soap ●Green tea kit
●Face towel ●Bath towel ●Slippers ●Nightwear ●Shower cap



Restaurant Facilities

PCs and microwaves are available for guests to use at their 
convenience.Complimentary coffee and mineral water. Newspapers 
and travel guidebooks are available for browsing.

1F

6:00a.m. - 11:00p.m.

30 seats

Guest Lounge

Floor

Open

Seats

100 seats

All seats are non-smoking 

Information

A spacious dining area on the first basement level of the hotel. 
Take your time to enjoy attractive traditional and modern 
Japanese dishes, such as assorted seasonal sashimi from locally 
caught fish and a variety of delicious fusion dishes, in an 
atmosphere of homely hospitality.

Japanese Cuisine Anakura

Buffet style 1,430yen

B1F

06- 6223 -1121

              
Breakfast              6:30a.m. - 10:00a.m. (Last Entry 9:30a.m.)

Lunch              11:30a.m. - 2:00p.m. (Last Entry 1:30p.m.)   Closed Sat, holidays

Breakfast

Floor

TEL

Open

Seats

Smoking /
Nonsmoking



Access Map

●Universal Studios Japan (USJ)
  (From Yodoyabashi Station, take the Midosuji Subway Line to Umeda, transfer to the JR Osaka Loop Line
    from Osaka Station to Nishikujo Station and then transfer to the JR Yumesaki Line to Universal City Station ~30 minutes)

●Osaka Aquarium Kaiyukan 
   (From Yodoyabashi Station, take the Midosuji Subway Line to Honmachi Station and transfer
     to the Chuo Subway Line to Osakako Station ~20 minutes ) 

●Osaka Castle
  (From Yodoyabashi Station, take the Keihan Line to Temmabashi Station ~25 minutes)

●Grand Front Osaka
  (From Yodoyabashi Station, take the Midosuji Subway Line to Umeda Station ~10 minutes)

●Dotonbori shopping and dining area
  (From Yodoyabashi Station, take the Midosuji Subway Line to Namba Station ~15 minutes)

●Tsutenkaku Tower 
  (From Kitahama Station, take the Sakaisuji Subway Line to Ebisucho Station~15 minutes )

●Kyocera Dome
  (From Yodoyabashi Station take the Midosuji Subway Line to Shinsaibashi Station and transfer 
    to the Nagahori Tsurumi-ryokuchi Subway Line to Dome-mae Chiyozaki Station ~30 minutes )

●Abeno Harukas skyscraper and observatory
  (From Yodoyabashi Station take the Midosuji Subway Line to Tennoji Station ~20 minutes )

Local sightseeing spots  *Approximate times from the hotel

Click

Google Map

● 

● 

By Train

By Car
● 

5 minutes on foot from Exit 12 of Yodoyabashi Station on the Subway Midosuji Line

5 minutes on foot from Exit 6 of Kitahama Station on the Subway Sakaisuji Line

Approx 5 minutes from Honmachi Exit of Hanshin Expressway

2-5-7 Koraibashi, chuo-ku, Osaka, 541-0043
TEL: 06-6223-1131  FAX: 06-6223-0257

Check In  15:00 / Check Out 11:00

Hotel Information

6:30a.m.~10:00a.m. (Last Entry 9:30a.m.)

11:30a.m.~2:00p.m. (Last Entry 1:30p.m.)   Closed Sat, holidays

   

6：00a.m.~11：00p.m.

● Breakfast
● Lunch

● TEL.06- 6223 -1121

● Open

Restaurant
Japanese Cuisine Anakura [B1F]

Guest Lounge [1F]

https://www.google.co.jp/maps/place/Mitsui+Garden+Hotel+Osaka+Yodoyabashi/@34.6898993,135.504392,20.08z/data=!4m7!1m4!3m3!1s0x6000e6e0d35a20cf:0x2824dce9da13746b!2zMiBDaG9tZS01LTcgS8WNcmFpYmFzaGksIENoxavFjS1rdSwgxYxzYWthLXNoaSwgxYxzYWthLWZ1IDU0MS0wMDQz!3b1!3m1!1s0x0000000000000000:0x5dab99f7b1fa0069?hl=en
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